
Identify the senses in which Ranis-Fei model differs from the Lewis model. 
In what way might each be considered a classical model? 
Does the Ranis-Fei model mark an advance on the Lewis model? 
Consider the nature and implications of the Ranis-Fei model and its possible 
weaknesses.

Gustav Ranis and John Fei elegantly presented the framework of macro dynamic 
thinking stemming from the problems of underdeveloped countries. They continued to 
argue in the classical tradition as an extension of intellectual take off from the 
renowned models which W. Arthur Lewis presented in 1954. The centralising feature 
of the Ranis-Fei model shows the migration of workers from agriculture to industry 
contemplating problems, which may arise1. This paper will present the findings of the 
Ranis-Fei model; its assumptions, implications on the economy and the height of 
critical insight arising from their publication.

The major flaw in the Lewis model reveals failure to capture the basic insight, thus a 
misconception that he saw industrialisation as a universal solution2.The Lewis model 
entails long run examination of economic development, tracing channels of poor 
economies overtime becoming industrialised. Lewis examines a closed economy 
where two fundamental assumptions interplay; the case for unlimited supply of labour 
and labour supply at the constant wage rate or the subsistence wage. However, Ranis-
Fei argue that the Lewis model is inadequate due to failure of applying analytical 
attention to the changing condition which unfolds in the process of agricultural 
development. Ranis-Fei sets out to encapsulate Lewis’ failure by investigating the 
inherent rules of growth in postulating elaborate definitions of commercialisation, 
institutional wage rates, turning points, take-off and self sufficiency. 

Ranis-Fei forwarded three diagrammatic models depicting the industrial and 
agricultural sectors, the focal point of their analysis. The diagrams are specifically 
lined up as points on the horizontal axis represents the total population of the labour 
force distributed between agriculture and industry within three notable phases. These 
phases display the development of surplus labour with consideration of no changes in 
agricultural productivity and population. 

1 In their consideration they also account for basic problems encircling terms of internal trade, 
disguised unemployment, institutional wage rate, commercialisation, balanced growth and advancement 
in technology. 
2 As some of the criticisms of the model reveal that profits made from the industrial sector is not always 
reinvested into the economy due to leakages, thereby hindering industrialisation. 
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The first diagram follows from Lewis where we have industrial labour on the 
horizontal axis (OW) and its marginal physical productivity (MPP) on the vertical axis 
(OP). Employment of the industrial labour force (St) is determined by the demand 
curve of labour or the MPP (dtf) and the supply curve of labour (Stt`S`). Lewis’ 
unlimited supply of labour is determined by the horizontal portion of the supply curve, 
upto point ‘St’. The shifted MPP curve from ‘f’ to ‘f`’ (d`t`f`) represents an increase in 
capital stock3. When the supply curve moves in an upward pattern of ‘turning point’, 
Lewis’ unlimitedness ends. 

The third diagram represents the agricultural labour force, with output on the vertical 
axis. Curve ORCX displays the total physical productivity of labour (TPP). The 
concave portion of ORC shows gradualism of diminishing marginal productivity of 
agriculture whereas the horizontal part of XC where marginal product vanishes. Any 
labour force in excess of OD tends to be considered redundant, as withdrawal would 

3 One of the major criticisms surrounds who the capitalists are? In addition, there is no guarantee that 
profits will be reinvested; it may be geared towards consumption instead. This consumption may not 
necessarily take place in the domestic economy but abroad (imports), having an even greater 
disadvantage to development. 



not affect the agricultural output. 


